
MOJO MOTHERSHIP - Hospitality Rider 
 
 
 
Dressing Rooms: 
 
Please provide a clean, private dressing room secure from audience/staff. If 
possible, when there are multiple dressing rooms available, the band would 
prefer to use them.  
 
Food: 
 
Upon arrival/load-in to the venue, please provide a case of bottled water, and 
fresh fruit, to the artists continuously until load-out at the end of the evening.  
 
For dinner, please provide a hot, healthy meal for seven (7) in a dining area near 
dressing rooms (or in dressing rooms if they are large enough). Our goal is to 
have a convenient meal for the artists so that they do not have to leave the 
venue between sound check and performance. Usually the band would prefer to 
eat dinner 1 1/2 hours in advance of the performance time.  
 
*Please note the following guidelines:  
 
- No cream-based sauces  
- No deep-fried foods or fast food such as Wendyʼs or Taco Bell  
 
*Here are some sample menu suggestions:  
 
Meal Example #1: Chicken or steak, either baked, grilled, or broiled, with salad, 
steamed vegetables, and a starch (e.g. brown rice / potato)  
 
Meal Example #2: Lasagna, Salad, and dessert 
 
Meal Example #3: Deli-tray (with whole wheat bread and condiments), a fresh 
veggie-tray, and a fresh fruit-tray 
 
If the above is not possible, then the presenter may choose an alternative option 
- a food buyout for 7 people at $15 per person to be paid to in cash three (3) 
hours before scheduled performance time. If possible, please provide menus and 
phone number for a local quality restaurant that will deliver to the venue.  
 
Pre-Show: 
 
Please provide 14 bottles of water for the stage and 7 clean towels. 



 
After Show: 
 
Provide a case of cold beer - either Yuengling Light or Coors Light.  
 
Lodging:  
 
When lodging is part of the agreement, we ask that you provide six (6) rooms at 
a quality hotel.  The band can spend many nights of the year in hotel rooms, so 
clean, comfortable rooms are greatly appreciated.  Please provide the artist with 
the hotel address, phone number and confirmation numbers at least 4 weeks 
prior to performance.  
 
Agreed to and accepted by: 
 
 
Printed Name:________________________________  
 
 
Authorized Signature:________________________________            
 
 
Date:_______________ 
 
 
 


